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THE SPACE OF POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRICES

AND GROMOV'S INVARIANT

BY

RICHARD P. SAVAGE, JR. '

Abstract. The space X¿ of n X n positive definite matrices with determinant = 1 is

considered as a subset of R"<" + l>/2 with isometries given by X -» AXA' where the

determinant of A = 1 and X¡¡ is given its invariant Riemannian metric. This space

has a collection of simplices which are preserved by the isometries and formed by

projecting geometric simplices in R"<" + l>/2 to the hypersurface X¡. The main result

of this paper is that for each n the volume of all top dimensional simplices of this

type has a uniform upper bound.

This result has applications to Gromov's Invariant as defined in William P.

Thurston's notes, The geometry and topology of 3-manifolds. The result implies that

the Gromov Invariant of the fundamental class of compact manifolds which are

formed as quotients of X¿ by discrete subgroups of the isometries is nonzero. This

gives the first nontrivial examples of manifolds that have a nontrivial Gromov

Invariant but do not have strictly negative curvature or nonvanishing characteristic

numbers.

1. Introduction. Gromov has defined an invariant on real singular homology

classes which is always a pseudonorm and in some cases is a norm, cf. [4]. For

example, if Af is a closed, oriented manifold which admits a self map of degree k

where \k\> 1, Gromov's Invariant of the fundamental class of M, denoted by

||[M]||, is zero. It is interesting to find manifolds for which ||[A7]|| =^0. Let X¿

denote the set of « X « positive definite matrices with determinant = 1. The set of

« X « matrices with determinant — 1, SL(«; R), acts on X¿ by X -> AXA' where

X E Xj and A E SL(«; R). Give X¿ its invariant Riemannian metric. We show that

if a compact manifold M is formed as a quotient of X¿ by a discrete group of the

isometries, then Gromov's Invariant of the fundamental class of M is nonzero. The

existence of compact manifolds covered by X% is shown by Borel in [1]. Gromov has

conjectured that any compact manifold M whose universal cover is a symmetric

space of noncompact type has ||[M]|| ¥= 0. X¿ is the symmetric space for SL(«; R) so

this is a special case of the conjecture. More generally, Gromov conjectured that for

any manifold M with all sectional curvatures nonpositive and Ricci tensor strictly

negative ||[M]|| ¥* 0.

Thurston showed that for a compact «-manifold with all sectional curvatures

satisfying K > -e for some e > 0,   \\[M]\\ > C(n, e)vol(M), where C(n, e) is a
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positive function of « and e, cf. [8]. Also, results of Milnor in [6] and Sullivan in [7]

show that if M supports an affine flat bundle of dimension « with Euler number x

then ||[M]|| >\x\ > Cl- W- The Milnor-Sullivan theorem has been generalized by

Gromov to other characteristic numbers, cf. [4]. The result in this paper does not

follow from either of these results. It can be checked that some sectional curvatures

of X¡ are zero so that Thurston's theorem does not apply. If M is formed as a

quotient of X¿ by a subgroup of the isometries then M can be written as X¿/T. M

does support an affine flat bundle with fiber R" and group SL(«; R) given by

X¿ X r R" -» M. However, it is easily checked that the only nonvanishing characteris-

tic class for this bundle is the Euler class, which is in dimension n. If n > 2, the

dimension of M which is «(« + l)/2 — 1 is greater than «. Then again the result in

this paper does not follow from the Milnor-Sullivan theorem or Gromov's generali-

zation if « > 2.

A simplex in X¿ is defined to be straight if it is the projection of a geometric

simplex in R"<n+ '>/2 with vertices in X¿. In §§2 and 3 it is shown that proving ||[A/]||

nonzero can be reduced to showing that the volume of all top dimensional straight

simplices in X¿ has a uniform upper bound. Let X" denote the space of positive

definite matrices with trace = 1 and Riemannian metric which makes the natural

map to X¡¡ an isometry. Then the geometric simplices with vertices in X¿ can be

projected to X," to form straight simplices in X,n.

The last four sections of the paper are devoted to showing that the volume of

straight simplices with vertices in X" has a uniform upper bound thus showing that

ll[M]|| ¥= 0 for all compact manifolds whose universal cover is X¿. In §4 the volume

form is computed on Xt" and X¿. In §5 the problem is reduced to studying straight

simplices whose vertices are rank 1 matrices in the boundary of X". Also in §5 a

series of theorems concerning the linear algebra of the space X" are proved which

are used in the estimates in the later sections. §§6 and 7 consist of a series of

estimates involving the Euclidean volume of some particular slices of a straight

simplex and the determinant on these slices. §8 mentions two results that follow

easily from the main result of this paper. The two key results are Theorem 5.14

which gives a formula for the determinant on a simplex whose vertices are rank 1,

positive semidefinite matrices in terms of the barycentric coordinates and the

distinguished eigenvectors of the vertices, and Theorem 6.1 which gives an estimate

on the Euclidean volume of a simplex in terms of some of these distinguished

eigenvectors.

2. Gromov's Invariant. Let X be any topological space and let Cy(X) denote the

real singular chain complex of X. If c is any &-chain, c can be written uniquely as

c = 2/joj where r¡ E R and a, is a continuous map from the standard ^-simplex A*

into X. Define lieII by

(2.1) lkll = 2kl-

If a is a homology class in Hk( X; R) define Gromov's Invariant of a by

(2.2) ||a|| = inf {||c|| | c is a singular cycle representing a).
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It is easily seen that IIa + ß\\ «fi IIall + \\ß\\ and that ||Xa|| =|\| ||a||. However,

||a|| =0 need not imply that a = 0. For example, let X = S" and let ay A" -* S" be

defined by ay = fj° g where g: A" -» S" is the map which identifies 3A" to a point,

and /: S" -» 5" is a map of degree j. Then joj represents the fundamental class of

S", denoted [S"]. Clearly inflijo, || =0, hence ||[S"]|| =0. Therefore, Gromov's

Invariant is a pseudonorm on the real homology but need not be a norm. If /:

X -* F is a continuous map,

(2.3)

since if 2>,a, represents a, r¡(f° a,) represents /„a. In particular, if M and N are

closed, oriented manifolds and [M] and [N] represent the fundamental classes we

have

(2.4) |/JM]|<||[M]||.

Since fJM] = (deg/)[JV] (2.4) becomes

(2.5) |deg/|||[A]||<||[M]||.

In the case that M = N and ||[M]\\ ¥= 0 we see that | deg f\ < 1. Since S" admits self

maps of all degrees, it can again be seen that ll[5"]|| = 0.

Let H be a hypersurface in R" with the property that if P and Q ave points in H,

and R is any point on the line segment PQ, then the line determined by the origin

and R intersects H in exactly one point. H determines a cone C(H) where C(H) is

the set of all points P such that OP intersects H. There is a map -it: C(H) -» H given

by tt(P) = OP D H. Define a singular Â>simplex a with vertices v0, vx,... ,vk in H

to be straight if

o = it (geometric simplex spanned by v0, v,,..., vk ).

There is a function " straight" which associates to each singular ^-simplex a straight

A:-simplex. If a is a singular ^-simplex with vertices v0,vx,...,vk define

(2.6) straight(a ) = 7r(geometric simplex spanned by v0, v,,...,vk).

Give H a Riemannian metric and let G denote the group of isometries of H. Let T

be a subgroup of G which acts properly discontinuously and freely on H. Then

M = H/T is a Riemannian manifold with covering space H such that the projection

p: H -» Af is a local isometry.

Now assume that H has the additional property that for each singular simplex a

and each isometry g,

(2.7) g° straight(a) = straight(g° o).

Let t: A* -» M and let f be a lift of t to H. Define straight(r) by

(2.8) straight(r) = p ° straight(f ).

It must be shown that straight(r) does not depend on the lift chosen. Let f be

another lift of t, and let x be a point in A*. We can choose a covering transformation
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g taking t'(x) to f(x). It is easily seen that g is an isometry of H. We have

p ° straight(f )(x) - p ° straight(g° f')(x)

— p ° g ° straight(f')(x)

= r straight(f')(*).

Hence staight(i-) is independent of the lift. Straight extends linearly to a map

C^(M) -» C„(M) which is clearly a chain map. If a is a singular simplex in H there

is a canonical homotopy «„ of a with straight(a) where «a is the projection to H of

the linear homotopy between a and straight(a) in R". That is,

(2.9) h„(x, t) = n[(l - /) • a(x) + t ■ straight(a)(;c)].

Then define D: Ck(M) -* Ck+X(M) in the standard fashion by first defining D(a) as

(2.10) />(„) = 2(-i)'rA5|K-«.--.«^,-,^
/=0

where ü0, elt...,t>¿ are the vertices of A* X 0, w0, wx,...,wk are the vertices of

A* X 1, and (v0,vx,...,vi,wi,...,wk) denotes the fc + 1 simplex spanned by the

indicated set of k + 2 points, cf. e.g. [3]. By extending D linearly we get a map

taking Ck(M) into Ck+X(M). By a standard argument it is checked that D is a chain

homotopy between straight and the identity, cf. [3]. Hence t and straight(r)

represent the same homology class. Clearly ||straight(c)|| «fi Hell for all chains c.

Therefore, to compute Gromov's Invariant of a homology class it suffices to consider

only straight simplices.

Theorem. // the volume of every straight n — 1 simplex in H is bounded above by a

positive constant vn, then ||[A/]|| > vol(Af )/vn for every closed oriented manifold

M = H/T.

Proof. Let dV denote the volume form of M, and let 2r,a, be any straight cycle

representing [Af ]. Then

vol(M) = f    dV=^r,(    a* dV<% \rt\ f    a* dV «fi vn(2 \rt\).

The last inequality holds since M is locally isometric with H. Dividing we have

(2.11) m>^.
Vn

Then taking the infimum over all straight cycles representing [M] we have

(2.12) l|[M]||>^.
vn

For example, if H is the hyperboloid model of hyperbolic 2-space the Gauss-Bon-

net Formula shows that vn = it. Hence ||[M]|| is nonzero for every closed, oriented

hyperbolic 2-manifold. More generally it can be shown that for hyperbolic «-space

vn «fi tr/(n — 1)! so that any closed, oriented hyperbolic «-manifold has ||[M]|| ^ 0.
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By a theorem due to Gromov, if M is a closed, oriented manifold with universal

cover E

(2.13) ||[M]||=Cvol(M),

where C depends only upon E, cf. [4]. Gromov also proves that if E is hyperbolic

«-space C = l/v„ so that the inequality (2.12) is actually equality, cf. [8].

A pseudonorm can also be defined on the real cochain complex C*( X). If c is a

fc-cochain define

(2.14) Hell«, = sup|c(a)|,
a

where a ranges over all singular simplices a: A* -* X. If IIcll^ < oo the cochain is

said to be bounded. If a G Hk( X; R) define || a 11 x by

(2.15) ||a||a) = inf {||c||oo | eis a cochain representing a}.

Let f G H"(M; R) be the fundamental class. Gromov shows that II f II ̂  < oo if and

only if ||[M]|| > 0, cf. [4].

3. The space of positive definite matrices. Let X" denote the set of positive definite

« X « matrices. A matrix X is defined to be positive definite if X' — X and

(Xv, v)> 0 for all nonzero vectors v in R". Equivalently, Ais positive definite if and

only if it admits an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors all of which have positive

eigenvalues. Also equivalent, X is positive definite if and only if there is a nonsingu-

lar matrix B such that X=BB'. X" is naturally a subset of R"<"+1>/2 with

coordinates given by (x¡¡) such that xtj = xyi. X" is clearly an open subset of

jjn(n+1)/2 an¿ ¿t ¿s aiso convex since if p and Q are points in X"

(3.1) <(1 - t)P + tQ(v), v)=(l- t)(Pv, v)+ t(Qv, v)>0

for all t such that 0 «fi t «fi 1. Let CKA"1) denote the closure of A" in R"C+1V2.

Cl( A") is the set of all symmetric matrices A with (Xv, u)> 0 for all vectors v in

R". Equivalently, X E C1(A") if X admits an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors all

of which have nonnegative eigenvalues, or if X = BB' for some matrix B. Cl( A"1) is

clearly also convex.

If ,4 G GL(n;R)andX EX" then AXA' G X" since if X = BB', AXA' = AB( AB)'

which is then positive definite. Therefore, GL(«; R) acts on X" by A*X = A XA'. It is

easily seen that the Riemannian metric defined by trace(A'~1ciAA~1ciAr) is invariant

under the action of GL(«; R), hence the maps X -» AXA' are isometries of X". This

is the unique metric up to a constant factor which is invariant under GL(«; R). It

can be shown that all the isometries of X" are of this form. The map X -» AXA' will

be denoted by gA.

Let X¿ denote the subset of X" defined by determinant (A) = 1. SL(«; R) acts on

X¿ by A*X = AXA'. The restriction of the Riemannian metric of X" gives a

Riemannian metric on X¿ for which the maps gA are isometries whenever A E

SL(«; R). There is a map try X" -> X"d defined by

(3-2) vd(xtj)
(det A)

\/n
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If A G A" there is a line determined by X and the origin parametrized by tX. Clearly

this line intersects Xd in precisely one point and the map -nd is the projection of X

along this line to the hypersurface Xd. It is also easily seen that the cone determined

by XÜ is precisely X". Straight simphces can then be defined for A? as in §2.

Theorem 3.3. straight(g,,(o)) = g^straighü») if A E SL(n; R).

Proof. It is immediate that ""d0 Sa= 8a° md- Suppose first that a is a straight

simplex in Xd. Then there is a geometric simplex a' in X" such that ird(o') — a.

gA(a) is also a straight simplex since ird(gA(o')) = gA(ird(a')) — gA(o). Now if a is

any fc-simplex in Xd, straight^(a)) and g^(straight(a)) are both straight simplices

with the same set of vertices and hence are equal.

Then by the discussion in §2, if M = Xd/T we may compute Gromov's Invariant

for homology classes of M by considering only straight simplices. Another descrip-

tion of Xd is given by letting the points be the set of lines through the origin which

intersect Xd. More generally, this model can be obtained for any hypersurface H

which satisfies the conditions given in §2.

Let X" denote the subset of X" defined by trace(A) = 1. By pulling back the

Riemannian metric of Xd by the map ird it can be shown, but is not needed here, that

the metric of X" which makes Xd and X" isometric is trace(X~xdXX~xdX)

- \ traceiA-'c/A)2. Since X," is a hyperplane in R"<"+1>/2 defined by 2^=1x„ = 1 the

tangent space at each point may be identified with the symmetric matrices with

trace = 0. Define a map wj: X" -» X" by

(3.4) W,(*y) =
xu

trace(A)

The isometries of X" are given by X -» tt, ° gA ° ird( X) where A E SL(n; R) or

equivalently, as can be easily checked, by X -* w, ° gA(X) where A E GL(«; R). In

order to simplify notation, define 8(i) by 8(i) = i(i + l)/2 — 1. Then Xd and X"

are 5(«) manifolds.

The main result in this paper is that the volume of any straight simplex in Xd is

bounded above by a function C(n) which depends only on «. This then shows that if

M — Xd/T is closed and orientable,

(3.5) Pl|>*f>0.C(n)

Equivalent to showing that vol(cr) «fi C(n) for any straight simplex is showing that

vol(77-r(a)) «fi C(n) since w, is an isometry from Xd to X". If a is a straight simplex

with vertices P0, P,,... ,PS(n), w,(a) is the intersection of the hyperplane X" with the

8(n) + 1 geometric simplex spanned by 0, P0, Px,...,PS(n) and is therefore a

geometric simplex in the hyperplane.

For example, X2 is the set

{{xxx, x22, x2X) E R31 xxxx22 — x\x > 0, xxx > 0, and x22 > 0}.

This is seen to be the interior of a circular cone in R3. The boundary of X2 is the

cone satisfying xxxx22 — x\x = 0, and xxx, x22 > 0. The surface Xj is one sheet of the
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hyperboloid defined by xxxx22 — x\x = I. Xd is easily seen to be isometric to

hyperbolic 2-space H2 by using the hyperbolic model for H2. Here the straight

2-simplices in Xd are precisely the geodesic triangles of H2. It follows from the

Gauss-Bonnet Formula that the area of any geodesic triangle is m — (sum of the

interior angles). Hence C(2) may be taken to be it. X2 is the set satisfying

xxx(l — xxx) — x2X > 0 and xxx > 0, or equivalently (xxx — \)2 + x\x < (¿)2. There-

fore, X2 is the interior of a disk of radius \- centered at (xxx, x2X) — (\-,0) and the

boundary of A,2 is the circle (xxx — {)2 + x\x — (\)2. X2 is actually the Klein model

of hyperbolic space. The simplices ir,(a) are the geometric simplices spanned by the

projection of the vertices of a. If t is any geometric simplex in A2 then there is a

simplex with vertices on the boundary which contains t. The area of a simplex with

vertices on the boundary is tt so again we see that C(2) can be taken to be m.

Now let n > 2. Given a geometric simplex in X" it will be shown that it can be

covered by a set of simplices (whose cardinality depends only on « ), each of which

has as its vertices rank 1, positive semidefinite matrices. It is then shown that any

simplex of this type has volume which is bounded by a function of «.

4. The volume form. The volume form is computed on Xd and X" by finding a

8(n) form on Xd which is invariant under the isometries of Xd. Up to a constant

factor, this form is the volume form on Xd. It is pulled back to X" to get the volume

form there. The notation at> represents the entry of a matrix in the ith row andyth

column. The notation

I , A. i      Ki  —r~   1 j /Ct     ^9 "'    ^ >     3

represents the matrix whose entries in the first kx column are given by the a,7, and

whose entries in the columns kx + 1 through k2 are given by bi}, and so on. If co,,

u2,...,wq are forms, the symbol Ar#,cor denotes the product co, A co2 A • • • Aw,

A • • ■ Aco^.

Theorem 4.1. Let xx, x2,... ,xi(n)+1 be an ordering of the coordinates on X", x¡j.

Define a 8(n) form to on X" by

S(n)+\

«=,2 (-ir\Adxr.
f=l r+i

Let A E SL(«; R) and gA the associated map of X". Then g*co = co.

Proof. Define a 8(n) + 1 form tj on X" by r/ = A f£")+1 cix,. Then

(4-2) g*Av = det ^^

Denote det[3(g/4),/3xy] by h(A), and let B E SL(«; R). Then

(gBo g.Yn = g*(h(B)V) = h(A)h(B)n.

Also

gB o gA(X) = B(AXA')B' = (BA)X(BA)',
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so (gß ° gA)*1! = h(BA)t\. Then we get h(BA) = h(B)h(A). Since « clearly varies

smoothly in SL(«; R), « is a Lie group homomorphism from SL(«; R) into R*. But

SL(«; R) is a simple Lie group and therefore the kernel of « must be SL(«; R). Hence

(4.2) becomes g*T) = rj.

The action of SL(«; R) on X" is the restriction of a linear action of SL(«; R) on

the vector space of symmetric matrices, hence the radial vector field R — 2*, d/dx¡

is also invariant under gA. Then co = R J rj is invariant under gA.

Now restrict co to a form co¿ on Xd. ud is invariant under the isometries of Xd.

Since SL(«; R) acts transitively on Xd, co must be a constant multiple of the volume

form on Xd.

Theorem 4.3. The volume form on A," is l/(det A)("+l)/2 Ar^„dxr up to a

constant factor where the first n coordinates in the listing xx, x2,... ,xS(n)+, are defined

by X: = xu.'       "

Proof. Up to a constant factor the volume form on X" is 7r^co¿. The coefficient of

A r¥¡k dxr in the term corresponding to jc, is

(-1)'
(det A)

The entire coefficient of A r¥sk dxr is then

, minor of —^-in the Jacobian matrix of 77,
'/" \ dx

1

det

(det A)
\/n

k I

2,k   fc+i,a(») + i

H*ä)i
dx

7-1

9(^),

3x,

We have

OX:

(detA),/"5/-x,¿(detA),/"

(det X)2/"

For eachy ¥= k multiply the first column by (3/3x7)(det X)x/"/(det A)1/" and add

to the column corresponding to 3/3xy. This yields

det

1

x,

(det A')
\/n

2,k

»i-\

k+ l,8(n) + 1

(detA-)
\/n

(det A)
\/n

Then

(4.4)

(-1)'

Ä(n)+1

[(detA)1/n]"("+ D/2

»;«-= 2 (-i)'
i=i (det X)

(n+l)/2
Adx,
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This form is the pullback of ud to the cone A". On the hyperplane X", 2"= \X¡— 1 so

that 2"=, dx¡ = 0. Then the terms ofwjco^ which involve all of dxx, dx2,.. .,dxn must

vanish. Then n*ud becomes

(4-5) 2(-l)'+1--±T^Ad*r-
l A      v\("+1)/2

= 1 \ûet -* ) r¥-i

In each term substitute dxn — -2"=,' dx¡. Then (4.5) becomes

n I n-\ \ ¡S(n+\) \

4^72-    Adx- AMO*     A   dx]
", (detJf),BT,VMr=l \r=n+\

r¥=i

(-iy-
= 1 (-1)' (n+1)/2  A dx,.

(det A)

Therefore, up to a constant factor

t
(4-6) ,.     „„„+,„,  A dx

(detA)("+ r#n

is the volume form on X". It may be checked that with an appropriate choice of

orientation the volume form on X" is

(4-7) (2«r("-1)/4-VtïïTÏ A dxr.
(det Xf+W2 r*n

The constant (2«)"("-"/4 is denoted by C0(n).

5. Linear algebra and the space of positive definite matrices. It will be shown that

finding a function of «, C(n), with vol(o) «fi C(n) for all straight 8(n) simplices a in

X" can be reduced to the case where all vertices of a are rank 1, by using

Carathéodory's Theorem. The problem can be further reduced to showing that for

each straight simplex the volume of the subset with barycentric coordinates satisfy-

ing ti > ti+x for all /' has volume bounded above by a function of «. The notation

(A,"), will be used for the subset of C1(A") consisting of rank 1 matrices.

Theorem 5.1. Let PQ E C1(A7) with rank(F0) - k > I. Let vx, v2,...,vk denote

unit length eigenvectors of P0 which have nonzero eigenvalues and let X denote the

eigenvalue corresponding to vx. Let Px G (A"), with unit length eigenvector vx. Define

P(t) by P(t) = (1 — t)P0 + tPx. Then P(t) is positive semidefinite in the interval

[a, 1] where a = X/(X — 1) < 0 and P(a) has rank k — 1.

Proof. (P(t)v, v)= (1 - t)(P0v, v)+ t(Pxv, v). If t > 1 this sum is clearly

negative for some vectors in vf . Since Pxvx = vx,

(P(t)vx,vx)=(l-t)X + t.

(P(t)vx,vx)>0 for / in [A/(A — 1), 1] and is 0 when t = X/(X - I). Then

(P(t)v, v)>0 for all v if t is in [X/(X — 1), 1] since it is nonnegative on an

orthonormal basis. The rank of P(X/(X — 1)) is k — 1 because the only eigenvectors

of P(X/(X — 1)) which have nonzero eigenvalues are v2, v3,... ,vk.
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Caratheodory's Theorem. // A is any point of the convex hull of a closed bounded

set S in n-space, there is a set of qpoints P = {Px, P2,.. .,Pq}P C S, q «fi « + 1, such

that X belongs to the convex hull of P, cf. [2].

Definition 5.2. If P0, Px,... ,PS(n) are vertices of any straight simplex a in Cl(X")

define the rank of a, denoted R(o), by R(a) = 2fl"0>rank(F/).

Theorem 5.3. Every straight 8(n) simplex in C1(A") can be covered by a set of

simplices with vertices in (A,"), of cardinality «fi [«(« + l)/2 + l](n+ X)n(n~X)/2.

Proof. Let P0, Px,...,PS(n) be vertices of a straight simplex a in C1(A"). If

rank(F,) > 1 for some i, draw a line from P¡ to a rank 1 matrix Q where the

eigenvector of Q which has a positive eigenvalue is also an eigenvector of P¡ with a

corresponding positive eigenvalue. By Theorem 5.1 this line may be extended in the

direction from Q to P¡ to a matrix R. By Theorem 5.1 tank(R) = rank(P,) — 1. Let

5 = {P0, Px,... ,P¡,... ,PS(n), Q, R)- By the construction, each point A of a is in the

convex hull of S since each vertex is. Then by Caratheodory's Theorem, X is in at

least one of the simplices formed from S by deleting one point and taking the convex

hull of the remaining ones. Therefore, a is covered by this set of no more than

n(n + l)/2 + 1 simplices. Each of the new simplices has rank which is no more

than R(o) — 1. Now repeat the process with each new simplex to form a set of no

more than («(« + l)/2 + l)2 simplices, each of which has rank no more than

R(o) — 2. For any straight 5(«) simplex t, R(r) «fi «2(« + l)/2 while if the vertices

of t are points in (X")x, R(t) = «(« + l)/2. Therefore, the process described above

need be repeated no more than

«2(«+l)      «(«+ 1) = («+!)«(«- 1)

2 2       ~ 2

times until all of the new simplices formed have vertices in (A/1),. The total number

of simplices necessary is then bounded above by

«(«  +   1) l(n+l)n(n-\)/2

2

The problem has then been reduced to considering only those straight simplices

with vertices in (A,"),.

Theorem 5.4. If for each straight 8(n) simplex with vertices in (X")x the subset

defined by those points whose barycentric coordinates satisfy ti > ti+\ for all i has

volume bounded by a function depending only on n, then the volume of each straight

8(n) simplex in C1(A'") has volume bounded by a function of n.

Proof. Let a be any straight 8(n) simplex in C1(A'"). By Theorem 5.3 it suffices to

assume that all vertices of a, P0, Px,... ,PSin), are in ( A'"),. Let r be a permutation of

{0,1,...,«(»)}. Define 5T by

l>o J

Then UTST = a and therefore the theorem is established.
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The coordinates on a given by

S(n)

(5.5) 2 ". n o _ uk)p¡>
/=0      k<i

where wä(n) = 1 — «S(„)_, and 0 «fi w, «fi 1 for all / give an alternate set of coordi-

nates on a. If some uk = 1 define Uj =1 if j > k. Barycentric coordinates on a

simplex measure distances from a vertex toward the face opposite that vertex. In

contrast, u¡ — 1 for points on the simplex spanned by P0, PX,...,P¡ while u¡ = 0 on

the face opposite P¡. The u coordinates are measuring the distances from the

subsimphces spanned by the first / vertices toward the face opposite P¡.

Theorem 5.6. Let a be a straight simplex with vertices P0, Px,... ,FS(n) each of which

is in (X")x. On the subset of o defined by i, > ti+x for all i each Uj> l/(8(n) + I).

Proof. We may rearrange the coordinates on a by

7-1

2 «,
= 0

no-«*)*</
7-1 «(")      Í-1

2 ut n (i
i=j      k=j

P,.

By the assumption that the f, decrease we have

p,+ n o-«*)
k = 0

Uj > "7+1O  - «/) > "y + 2(1  - ",+ lX1  - «>) >     "•

But these are coordinates on the face of a spanned by Pj, PJ+X,.. .,PS(n) and

therefore their sum is 1. Then

uj * St    \ _1_  i : ^ S/"    \ _1_  i  ■J     8(n) + 1 —j     8(n) + 1

The structure on the boundary of X" plays an important part in getting the

uniform bound on the volume of simplices with vertices in (A',"),. For « 2* 3 the

boundary consists of matrices of different ranks since there are boundary matrices of

all ranks from 1 to « — 1. It is easily seen that the subset of C1(A'") consisting of

those matrices with rank ^ k is an open subset of Cl( X" ). In contrast to the case

n = 2, subsets of a straight simplex other than the vertices can lie on the boundary if

« > 3. For example, if P and Q are rank 1 matrices the interior of the line segment

connecting them always consists of rank 2 matrices. In general, the rank of matrices

in the interior of a simplex is at least as large as the rank of any matrix on the

boundary of the simplex but need not be strictly larger. In constructing the estimates

on the volume of a simplex, it will be necessary to know what dimensional simplices

can lie in the subset of the boundary of X" which consists of those matrices with

rank «fi k for each k. This subset will be denoted by (X")k. This is worked out in

Theorem 5.7.

Theorem 5.7. The maximum dimensional simplex which can lie in (X")k is 8(k).

Proof. Let F0, Px,...,Pm be vertices of a straight simplex a E (X")k. If P —

2^0^, is an interior point of a and t> is in the null space N of P we have

m

0 = (Pv,v)= S.«*<*|t>.«>>
1=0
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so P¡v — 0 for each i. Let vx,v2,...,Vjbe an orthonormal basis for Ax and complete

this to an orthonormal basis of R". Note that y «fi k. Let A be the matrix whose rows

are the vectors v¡. Then v,(gA(P¡)) is of the form

(5.8)
_\k    0
k
0 0

Let Q¡ be the upper k X k submatrix of P¡. Each Q¡ — Q0 for 1 «£ < «£ «i represents a

vector in R*'*'. If o is nondegenerate these vectors must be independent. Then we

must have m «fi 8(k) as claimed.

If F G (A"), then P has only one eigenvector v with a corresponding positive

eigenvalue (which must equal 1). If ex, e2,.. .,en represent the standard basis of R",

it is easy to see that

(5.9) P = [v • e,v • et • • • v • eH\'[v • <?,» • e2 • ■ ■ v • en\.

Up to a sign v is uniquely determined by P.

Definition 5.10. A vector v will be called the distinguished eigenvector of a

matrix P in (X")x if v is a unit eigenvector, and if t> • e, > 0 and v ■ eJ+x = v ■ ej+2

= ■ ■ ■ = v ■ e„ = 0 for some j, 1 «fi_/ «fi «. The distinguished eigenvector of F, will be

denoted by v¡.

Note that a straight simplex with vertices in (X")x lies in (X")k if and only if the

corresponding distinguished eigenvectors lie in a A>plane in R". The next two

theorems will be used to put an arbitrary straight simplex with vertices in (X")x into

a suitable general position for estimating its volume.

Theorem 5.11. Define a map a: (X")x ->S"~' by a(P) = v where v is the

distinguished eigenvector of P. Define a function ß: R" — 0 -» S"~] which takes each

nonzero vector v in R" to a unit vector in the direction of v whose last nonzero

component is positive (ß is not continuous). Let A E GL(«; R). Then the following

diagram commutes.

\x, )i        -»        (*,"),

a i la

ß° AS"~x -+        S"~x

Proof. Let P E (X")x with distinguished eigenvector v. Consider casa column

vector. Av is an eigenvector oí APA' because

(5.12) (APA')(Av) = Avv'A'Av = (Av, Av)Av.

The eigenvalue is nonzero since A E GL(«; R). Then a^^APA')) is the multiple of

Av with unit length and last nonzero entry positive. ß(A(a(P))) = ß(Av) is by

definition the same quantity so the diagram commutes.
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Theorem 5.13. Let Px, P2,...,Pn be points in (X")x, such that the distinguished

eigenvectors of the P¡ form a basis for R". Let Pn+X ¥= Pn be in (X")x such that its

distinguished eigenvector does not lie in the hyperplane spanned by vx, v2,. ..,vn_x.

Then there is an isometry « of X" such that h(P¡) = E¡ for 1 «fi /' «fi « where E¡ is the

matrix with entry au = 1 and other entries 0, and h(Pn+x) is a matrix whose entry

a    =4.nn        I

Proof. Choose A E GL(«; R) such that Av¡ = e, for 1 «fi / «£ «. Then by Theorem

5.11, Tt^g^Pj)) is the matrix whose distinguished eigenvector is e¡, hence 7r,(g/)(F,))

= E¡. The distinguished eigenvector of ,tt(gA(Pn+x)) is a scalar multiple of Avn+X

which cannot lie in the plane spanned by ex, e2,...,en_x because vn+, is not in the

plane spanned by o„ v2,...,vn_x. Then ttt(gA(Pn+x)) = (ctJ) with 0 < c„„ < 1. Let

B = (b,j)E GL(w; R) be defined by

¿>,7 = 0   if/*/;
1/2

if / «s « - 1 ;       b„„=\.

Then w,(gB(F,)) = F, for 1 <i<n. (gB ° w, ° gA)(P„+i) has as its diagonal entries

du = , _""    cti   for 1 «fi i < « - 1 ;        f   = e„„.
1 Lnn

Then

"-' c        "_1 c
2 d„ =    _""      2 Cu = i __""    (1 - c„„) = cnn

j=\ ''nn   ,= 1 '-nn

which equals dnn. Therefore, (it, ° gB° tt,° gA)(Pn+x) has entry \ in the n«th place.

The desired isometry is then it, ° gB ° tt, ° gA.

The next theorem gives a formula for the determinant of a straight simplex with

vertices in (A,"),, in terms of the barycentric coordinates, which will be used in the

estimates of §7.

Theorem 5.14. Let Px, P2,... ,Pk be points in (A',"), with k > n. Then

detÍ2<,P,)=        2        (nOH(vV---><Ü]2-
\ i = l /        ;'i</,<- • ■ </„ W=l      '

Proof. First consider the case k = «. Let w/ denote theyth column vector of P¡.

detfiv-.U        2       det[tlwl\t¡w22\---\t¡wr].
W=l / i[,i2,...,i„=\

In the case of rank 1 matrices, if two columns are taken from the same matrix the

resulting determinant vanishes. The indicated sum then reduces to

2   [¡[t\det[wlw\w2i2)\ •■ •!<„,].
es. \ ;=i    /
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Since each Pr is in (X")x, Pr — [(vr ■ e,)(ür • ey)] where vr is the distinguished

eigenvector. The sum then becomes

("     \ / r , \
II i,       2 det[(oT(y) ■ e.-K»^., • ey)J

i=\    I vres„ '

i=\
n»,   2

res„

= iu   2 (-DT
t£S,

II (UT0)-^)dett;T0)-e,

7=1

'    n \

II (ÜT0) -ej) det[vj-e,]
7=1 J i

= | II',J(det[c, ■*,■])

= I ñ^)[vol(ü,,t;2,...,t;„)]2.

In the general case

det| 2 t,Pt
i=i

2        |det|S'/,
7i <72< ' ■ ■ <7„ 1 = 1

by the preceding calculation

2 nO,|[vol(t;;„V...,Ü7J]2,
7i<72<-- <J>« \'=1

6. The Euclidean volume of slices of straight simplices with vertices in (X")x. It

must be shown that if a is a straight simplex with vertices in (A'"), then the volume

of a is bounded above by a function of «. By Theorem 4.3

Q(n)
vol(a) = /

o (det X) (B+0/2
A dxr.

An upper bound on the volume of a is found by dividing a into slices and estimating

the value of the integral on each slice by the product of the Euclidean volume of the

slice and an estimate on the average value of the function l/(det A)("+1)/2 over the

slice. In the remainder of the paper volE(5) will denote the Euclidean volume of a

set S. The notation C,(«) will be used to denote functions which depend only on «.

The next theorem gives an estimate on the Euclidean volume of a straight simplex

with vertices in (X")x in terms of the distinguished eigenvectors of some of the

vertices.

Theorem 6.1. Let a be a straight simplex with vertices P0, Px,... ,FÄ(n) in (X")x and

suppose P0 — Ex. Let Pa, Pa,...,Pa be chosen such that v , va ,... ,va have the

largest vertical component (i.e. iff =fc a, for any i then t> ■ en «fi v   ■ enfor all i). Then

volE(o)<Cx(n)f[(vaye„).
i=i
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Proof. First project a from the hyperplane (X")x to the hyperplane xnn = 0. For

any straight simplex a we have vol£(a) = k(n)volE(p ° a) where p is the projection.

(6.2)    volE(p o a) =| det[p(F, - F0) |p(F2 - F0) | • ■ ■ \p(PS{n) - P0)] | ,

where p(P¡ — P0) is the vector in RÄ(,,) determined by projecting the vector de-

termined by Pt — P0. Rewriting (6.2) in terms of the distinguished eigenvectors and

taking the transpose we have

1 2 « - 1 « - 8(n)

volE(p o a) = |   det[(t>, ■ e,)2-l  | (V¡ ■ e2)2 \     ■■■     \ (v,■■ en.x)2 \       * ] \ .

Adding the second through the (« — l)st column to the first we get

1 2 «-In- 8(n)

wolE(p o a) =|   det[-(t;, • e„)2 | (V¡ ■ e2)2 \     ■■■     \ (v, ■ e„_,)2 |       * ] | .

In the columns « through 8(n) there are columns of the form (vi ■ ek)(v¡ ■ en) for

each k such that 1 «s k «fi n — 1. When the determinant is written out as a sum over

all permutations t, each term involves a factor of the form II"= ,(ufl • e„) where the /?,

are all different. Then

volE( p o a ) «fi    2       II ( vpr „ " en )  Iproducts of other factors].

TesS(nl\i=i /

Since all entries in the matrix in (6.2) are bounded by 1 in absolute value the

inequality becomes

vol£(po0)<    2    (OK/Öl
resH„)\i=\ I

By definition of the va, U"=x(vß ■ en) «fi U"=x(va ■ en) for each permutation. Then

volE(o)<Cx(n)]l?=x(vayen).  ^

The next series of theorems prove an estimate on the Euclidean volume of slices of

geometric simplices defined by 1 — \/(m¡— 1) «£ «, «£ 1 — l/m, for m, a positive

integer and 0 «fi i «s k for some positive integer k. For example, if a is a tetrahedron

and k — 1 the slice is as in Figure 1. In the remainder of this section the vertices of a

simplex, P0, Px,...,Pm are assumed to be points in some R?, but need not be in

C1(A, ).

Figure 1
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Theorem 6.3. Let a be a geometric simplex with vertices P0, Px,... ,Fi(n). Let k be a

nonnegative integer such that 0«£/c«£5(«) — 1 and choose ak such that 0 «fi ak < 1.

Then the subset of a defined by ak «fi uk «fi 1 is the same as the geometric simplex a'

whose vertices Qj are given by Qj — Pj for j «fi k and Q ■ = akPk + (1 — ak)Pj for

j>k.

Proof. Define u\ = ui iii^k and u'k = (uk - ak)/(\ — ak). We have

1 — uL

(6.4) 1  -MÍ
1

The main point is that

S(n)

(6.5)      2 «,
1 = 0

no-o P. no-«;)
Lr<i

no- «;)(a^ + ^-aJP,).

2«;
i = 0

S(n)

+ 2 »;

It is clear that the coefficients of P¡ are the same for i < k on both sides of the

equation since u'¡ = u¡ if ¡' < A:. By (6.4) it is also immediate that the coefficients of P¡

for / > k are the same. The coefficient on the right-hand side of Pk is

no-«;)
r<k

S(n) ,-1

U'k + ak(i-u'k) 2 «í n o-«;)
i=fc+l      r = A:+l

no-«;)
r<fc

[u'k + ak(l-uk)]

no-o
r<k

«* n o - «,)
r<&

+
"fcO   -   »*)

1 -a.

Hence, the coefficients of Pk are equal so (6.5) is established. Now if x is a point in

the subset of a defined by ak «fi uk «fi 1 we have that u'k = (uk — ak)/(l — ak) must

be between 0 and 1 and therefore x is in a'. Conversely, if jc is in a' we have

uk = u'k(l — ak) + ak so uk is between ak and 1. Then the theorem is established.

Theorem 6.6. Let a be a geometric simplex with vertices P0, Px,... ,F5(n), and let k

be an integer with 0 < k «fi 8(n) — 1. Then the subset a' defined by ak «fi uk < 1 «as

Euclidean volume satisfying

volE(o') = (l-ak)S(n)~kvolE(o).

Proof. By Theorem 6.2, a' is the simplex with vertices Q¡ = P¡ for y «s k and

ß> = a*** + (1 - ak)Pj for y > /c. The face a'k spanned by Qk, Qk+X,.. .,Qs,n) is

similar to the face ak spanned by Pk, Pk+X,.. ->F8(n) since for each / the distance

from Qk to ß^+1 is (1 — ak) • distíF^, Pk+X), and the solid angle with vertex at

Qk = FÄ is unchanged. Then

vol£K) = (1 - aJ8(n)_/tvol£(oit).
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Then the volume of the simplex spanned by Qk-X, Qk,.. -,Qs(„) is the product of

(1 — ak)S(")~k and the volume of the simplex spanned by Pk-X, Pk,...,PS(^n) since

the altitude from Qk-X — Pk , to the base of the simplex is the same for each

simplex. Continuing the process we get the desired result.

Theorem 6.7. The subset of a defined by a¿ «fi w, «s 1 for all i such that 0 «fi i «s k has

Euclidean volume given by

'no-^rHvM«).
, i=0 /

Proof. Let ak be the simplex constructed in Theorem 6.3 which coincides with the

subset of a defined by ak «fi uk «S 1. By Theorem 6.6

vol£K) = (1 - ak)S^'kvolE(o).

The subset of a defined by ak «fi uk «fi 1 and ak_x ^ uk_x *£ I is the same as the

subset of ak which has ak_x — u'k_x <: I. Denote this simplex by ak_x. Applying

Theorem 6.6 again we get

vol£(a,_,) = (l-«,_,)S('"-(*-l)vol£(aJ

= (l-ak_x)S^-V-«k)Sin)-k™lE(oy

Continuing this process yields the desired result.

It can be shown that if (M, p) is a measure space and B¡ E A¡ then

(6.8) J n u - 5,.)] = 2 (-if,<lv( n Q"
\ i=0 / t V 1=0

where t: {0, l,}..,k}-* {0,1}, | t_,(1) | is the cardinality of the set t_i(1), C,° = A¡

and Cx = fi,..

We are now ready to calculate the Euclidean volume of subsets of geometric

simplices which are defined by the inequalities a, «fi u¡ «£ ßi for all i such that

0 «fi i < k.

Theorem 6.9. Let S be the subset of a geometric simplex a defined by a, «s w, «fi /?,

for all i such that 0 «s ir < k. Then

vol,(S) = | n[0 - «,)S(n)"'- (1 - ß,)S(n)"']}vol£(a).

Proof. Let A¡ be the subset of a defined by a, «fi «, «fi 1 and let Bi be the subset of

a defined by /?, «fi «, «£ 1. Then S = n^0(A¡ - B¡). Now applying (6.8) we get

voi£(s) = 2(-i)K'(I,|voi£(nc
T \    1 = 0

Let 7° = a, and y¡. = /?,. Then using Theorem 6.7 we get

voi£(^) = 2(-i)|T"'0)l(n(i-y-T('))Ä(^,|voi
T \  1 = 0
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If A: =0 this becomes [(1 - a0)s<-n)-(l - ß0)S(n)]volE(a) so the formula holds. Now

induct on k. Let t' = t | {0,1,... ,k - 1}. The coefficient of (1 - ak)S(n)"* is

2(-i)|T'-'d)| n'o
. 1 = 0

while the coefficient of (1 - ßk)S(n)~k is

2(-l)|T'",(1)l + '  '

'(!)) Ä(")_' vol£(a),

n(i-Y,T'(,))
«<«)-

i = 0

vol£(a).

Then vol£(S) is the product of (1 - ot)4(")_*-(l - ßk)S(n)~k and

*:-!

2(-i)|T"<1)ln(i-yr('))
«(«)-!

vol£(a).

Then by the inductive hypothesis we get the desired result.

Theorem 6.10. If a, = 1 - l/(w, - 1) and ß, = 1 - \/m¡ then

vol£(5)«fiC2(«) II m'-x~s^
i = 0

vol£(a).

Proof. By Theorem 6.9

í k 1

vol£(5)=     n [K- l)'-i(B)-mr4(")]  vol£(a)
1=0

k

=     n lm^-'-(m,- l)S(n)-][(m,- l)m]'~^ vol£(a).
i = 0

In each factor, the numerator is a polynomial of degree 8(n) — i — 1 while each

denominator is a polynomial of degree 2(ô(«) — i). Each factor is then bounded

above by the product of m'~ ' ~s<-n) and a constant depending only on / and «. Then

vol£(5) «fi C2(«) II m;-'-8'"»
i = 0

vol£(a).

This result will be used in estimating the volume on slices in the next section.

7. The volume of a straight simplex with vertices in (A,"),. The volume of slices of

a straight simplex a will be written as the product of factors determined by the

Euclidean volume of the slice and an integral over the corresponding part of the

standard simplex which can be estimated. If the vertices of a are given by P0,

Px,...,PS(n) where each F, is in ( X")x, define a subset of the vertices P[, P2,... ,F„'+,

inductively by letting P{ be the first matrix in the ordering such that v'¡ does not lie

in the plane determined by v\, v'2,... ,t>,'_, for each i such that 1 «s / «£ «. Then let

Fn'+, be any vertex different from P'n such that v'n+x does not lie in the plane

determined by v\, v'2,... ,v'n_x. Note that Theorem 5.7 shows that if

(7.1) P; = Pßi   then /3, «s ô(/' - 1) + 1 if 1 «£ / «s «.
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By Theorem 5.13 we may choose an isometry h taking P't to F, if 1 «£/'«£ « and

taking F„'+, to a matrix whose entry ann = \. Since « is an isometry, vol(« ° a) =

vol(a). The simplex spanned by h(P[), h(P2),.. .,«(Fn'_,) lies in (X,")n_x. By

Theorem 5.7 the maximum dimensional simplex which can he in (X")n_x is

ô(« — 1). Equivalently there are at least

(7.2) 8(n)-8(n- 1) =
n(n+ 1) (n-l)n - 1

matrices whose distinguished eigenvectors do not lie in the hyperplane spanned by

ex, e2,...,en^,x. Choose vertices h(Pa), h(Pa ),...,h(Pa ) of « ° a such that the

distinguished eigenvectors of the h(Pa) have the largest vertical component. By (7.2)

each of these vertical components is positive. In this section w¡ will denote the

distinguished eigenvector of h(P¡) and w¡ will denote the distinguished eigenvector

of «(F/).

By Theorem 6.1 if some wa approaches the hyperplane spanned by ex, e2,...,en_x

the Euclidean volume of « ° a must approach 0. Simultaneously, the term in the

formula for the determinant whose coefficient is [vol(w[, w2,.. . ,w„'_,, wa )]2 ap-

proaches 0 since the parallelepiped is becoming degenerate. One of the main ideas

considered in this section is the relationship of these two observations. This suggests

using the estimate

S(n) }

det|  2 t,h(Pi)
1=0 I 7l<72<-

n

n oJvo1K>ca>—oj.)]4
<j„ *=1

(7.3) >2 n   ''k)'aH(w'x,W2',...,W^x,Wa)]
1=1\k=\    I

= 2 ('nUkov*.)*.i=i\*=i
Theorem 7.4. Let P0, Px,.. • ,F5(n) be points in (X")x which are vertices of a straight

simplex a. Let « be as in the preceding discussion and let S be the subset of h ° a

defined in Theorem 6.9. Let T be any subset of S and let AT be the subset of the

standard simplex corresponding to T. Then

"  , .1 f dttdti ---d
II K, • O  /vol(F) < C5(n)

'S(n)

[2?=,(n¡£{fjO^K-o2]
2]("+l)/2

Proof. Define a map / from the standard simplex A to h(a) by f(t0, r„.. .,t$in))

— 2,i,«(F,). By the change of variables formula we have

(7.5)     vol(F) = (-^TTÏÏTT
^(detA)*^072.

ç Cn(n) | det f'\ dtxdt1 ■ ■ -dt*

A

A dxr
r¥=n

C0(«) I det /' | dtxdt2 («)

fe,^     <;in^,'J[vol(>v;i,^,..,>v,)]:
2](«+l)/2
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Also, since jh(a) A r#„ dxr = /A | det /' | dtxdt2 ■ ■ ■ dtS(n) we get

_ vol£(p°«(a))
(7.6) | det/'

vol£(A)
- C4(«)vol£(«(a)),

where p is as in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Plugging (7.3) and (7.6) into (7.5) we have

dt,dt-, ■ ■ ■ dta
vol(F)^C0(«)Q(«)vol£(«(a))/

'S(n)

[ïU{K=\t'k)ta^ayen?]n
+ l)/2

By Theorem 6.1, vol£(«(a)) «£ Cx(n)U"=x(wa¡ • en). Hence the result follows.

In the remainder of the paper let S be the set defined by 1 - l/(m¡- 1) «s «,- «s 1

- 1/w, for all i such that 0 «£ i «fi 8(n - 1) (i.e., in Theorem 6.9 take k = 8(n - 1)).

If jc is a point in S we can write

S(n-D

-   2 ",
i = 0

no-«*)
k<i

+    n  (i-«j    2   «,
V *<8(n-l) ' i = S(n-1)+1

Then the coefficients of P0,PX,... ,PS(„- X) and

n   (i-«j
k = S(n~\)+\

«(«)

2     «¡
¡ = S(n-l)+l

n   o-«j
/t = «(n-l)+l

are all between 0 and 1. Hence, x must be an interior point of this 8(n — 1) + 1

simplex. By Theorem 5.7 this simplex cannot lie entirely on the boundary of X" and

therefore x is an interior point of Cl(X"). Let A(AT) denote the average value of the

function

-
v2lO+I)/2

1

{iu(n=\t'k)ta(w«,-en)2\

over the set Ar.

Theorem 7.7 vol(F) «s Q(«)Iir=l(wa ■ en)Il%-X)m,rx~S{n)A(Ar).

Proof.

c _dtxdt2 ■ • - dtS(n)

Lrïvn     /rr„-l.,\.    / ^2l("+l
[y=AK=\t'k)ta¡{way enf](n

= A(AT)\olE(AT).

By Theorem 6.10

(n-D

(7.8) vol£(Ar)<vol£(As)^C2(«)   II   i»r,"i(',)vol£(A).
i=0
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Then combining (7.8) with Theorem 7.4 we have

(7.9)     vol(F)<C5(«)nK-OC2(«)    II    m'-l'S(n)volE(A)A(AT)
1=1 1=0

= C6(n)f[(wayen)S(]ll)mr-s^A(AT).
i=l 1=0

Now let F be the intersection of 5 with the subset of a defined by t, > iI+l for all

/'. An estimate on A(AT) is needed. Let Ar((y,, c,), (y2, c2),...,(yr, cr)) be a subset

of Ar defined by the barycentric coordinates ty, t ,...xtr being constants c,,

c2,... ,cr. If t , ty2,... ,ty are allowed to range over all possible constants, it is clear

that

A(Ar)<     sup     (A(AT((yx,cx),(y2,c2),...,(yr,cr)))).
c„c2,...,cr

Theorem 7.10.

,4(Ar) «fi C8(«)

where

andyn = 1 - ^~xy.

¡(n-D        \ln-2¡    i y

n mk\ n  n™Hi_X)+k\
k=0 I \ i=l  \ k=\ I

/(ff) = /-dyxdy2-..dyn_x-

H^y,^ayen)TW2

("+l)/2

l(o),

Proof. Let yx, y2,...,yr be the set of indices which consist of all integers y such

that 0 «fiy «£ S(«) andj ¥= a, for any /'. Let the constants c,, c2,... ,cr be any possible

values in Ar. Then on AT((yx,cx), (y2,c2),...,(yr, cr)) which will hereafter be

denoted by Ar(r, c), we have

n

2 ta — e   where e = 1 — 2 ci •
i=i    ' i

Let Ae denote the geometric simplex in R"~' whose vertices are the origin and the

points a distance e from the origin along each coordinate axis. Then

1 /• dt„ dt„ ■■■ dt„
(7.11)     A(AT(T,c))=-¿-(

vo,£(AJM2Mn^0^a/O2r

C7(n)        f dtadtai ■ ■ ■ dtan t

Pn-Hw!-\t:\ h

l)/2

^n^k)J^Uta^ayen)T
l)/2

This last equation holds since t\, t'2,...,t'„_x are all constant on AT(T,c). Now

define a function/: A -> A£ by

/(v,^,...,^-,) = (eyx,ey2,...,ey„_x).
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By the change of variables formula (7.11) becomes

(7.12)    a(at(t,c)) = .~-SM-:.^..«-^*ir--"4h-.
HZ\tk) 4 [yn_ l)/2

Now write

e-,(nr=U0-'A[2^1e,,(wa,,e„)2]("+

C?(") f dyxdy2---dyn_x

e<"+1)/2(nr=^)^[2^„,.(w0,.ej2]("+1)/2

1
t; = tßl = «fitU 0-«*)>äMTT n (,""J

k<ß< w\">    '    »  k<ß.

by Theorem 5.6. By (7.1) we have ß, «s 8(i — 1) + 1 so

1
t!> n o-«*).

*(») +1 k<»«-i)

Then

n-l n-2 (0

n^(«w + i)   n     n   o-»j
k=\ i=l  \ * = S(i-l)+l /

On As each u, for 0 «s /' «fi ô(« — 1) satisfies uk «£ 1 — 1/w, hence

n-l n-2 8(0 n-i'-l

níí>(*(») + ir"n     n   ■=■
k=\ i=l   \ k=S(i-1)+1

W,

Therefore

(7.13) -!-«fi[(S(«) + i)"-'f+1)/2
fTT"-'/ V"+1)/2

X
n-2 / 8(i) '

n I   n   mà
i=l  \ k=S(i- 1)+1        ,

(n+l)/2

Also, using the assumption that f,+1 > i, for all < we have

n n

e =   2d  'a, ^   2d  ls(n)-i+\

I <     n 7-1

n  (!-"j 2 ««(„-!)+, n (i-"«(„-d+j
VA:«8(n-l) '7=1 *=1

=  n  o-«j=   n
A:<S(n-l) *<«(«-!) W*

Then

(7.14)
1

e(n+l)/2
n

(n+0/2

Ar«S(n-l)

Then combining (7.12), (7.13), and (7.14) we have the desired result.
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A picture of a lower dimensional analog to the sets Ar(r, c) can be given. In

Figure 1 think of P2 and F3 as being the set of the Pa ; and the box drawn in the

figure as Ar. Then the sets Ar(r, c) are line segments formed by intersecting lines

parallel to the line determined by P2 and F3 with the box.

Combining Theorem 7.10 with (7.9) we get

n

(7.15) \ol(T)<C9(n)f(m0,mx,...,mS(n_X)) \~[ (way en)I(a),
i=i

where

f(m0,mx,...,mS(n„X))

S(n-l)

n mr1-8"0
1 = 0

¡(n-l) \ ¡»-XI     i \

n mk   n n«a(1-.,+J
¿ = 0 /  \ i=l   \ k=\ I

B-i-n (n+l)/2

The next two theorems show that II"=1(wa • en)I(a) in (7.15) is bounded by a

function which depends only on «.

Theorem 7.16.

Ó K • e„)/(a)'< CMJ dyxdy2 ■■■dyn_x

y     „ „,fV     7 ,0V     7,a        (n^)3/4

Proof. The integral can be written as

dy\dy2---dyn_xLIvn / \2l"/2rvn / \2lX/2

Without loss of generality we may assume that wa and wa have the largest vertical

components. Using the inequality between arithmetic and geometric means in the

first factor in the denominator and dropping all but the first two terms in the second

factor we have that the integral is bounded above by

/7 17)     /_]_dyxdy2---dy„_x_

Ln"/2 (n,w,),/anr=1K • o[*K • O2 +*K ■ óT"'

Using the inequality between the arithmetic and geometric means in the last factor

of the denominator shows that ü"= i(wa • en)I(a) is bounded above by

1        dyxdy2 ■ ■ ■ dyn^x , CX0(n)dyxdy2 ■ ■ ■ dyn^xr   i      q>W2 •■•ayn-\    < c

J\n"/2   ,,3/4,,3/4/-nn      ,, \'/2~"A*«"/2 yVWWuy)^   ^       (n^,^)3/4

Theorem 7.18. /A<fy,<fy2 • ■ • dyn_x/(Yi1=xyi)3/* converges.

Proof. Note that if 0 «fi a «fi 1

dx ra/2 dx
(7.19) f-*E-= 2(V ' Jr,    ÍJ_MV4 JnA)  [;t(a - x)]3/4        •'o      [x(a-x)]3/4

2        /-<./2 ¿x       8 • 23/4

I(a/2)3/Ajo     x3/4        a3'*
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The proof is by induction on n. If « = 1 the integral is just the integral in (7.19)

where a = 1. In general we can rewrite the integral as

(7.20)     f     -!— i'-^-&=¡-civ, * - • • ̂    2-
*- (nj-^r jo        k-,0 - 2-,,)]3/4

Now set a = 1 — 1"=xy¡ so that (7.20) may be rewritten as

/l           /-a             dy _ ■
7-T^vTJ 7-7~^-^77^,^2 ■■•^1.-2-»-*(nr=,2j,)   ° k-.(«->-„-.)]v

23/4/*
JA

^1^2 • ■ • ^n-2

n-2„\V4/.   _ v„-2„\3/4^(nr^Hi-s^,)

by (7.19). Then by the inductive hypothesis the theorem is established.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. It will be shown that

the volume of the subset U defined by ?, > i/+] for any straight 8(n) simplex with

vertices in (A'"), is bounded above by a function of n. Combining the results of

Theorems 7.16 and 7.18 with (7.15) we already have that

vol(F)«fi Cx2(n)f(m0,mx,...,mS(n_X)).

Hence the volume of each slice F is bounded above by a function which is

independent of the simplex a. To see that the volume of U is bounded above by a

function of «, the estimates on the volumes of the slices will be summed and shown

to be finite. An analogous situation can be seen in three dimensions by again

referring to Figure 1. Consider the vertices P0 and F, as taking the part of the

vertices F0, Px,...,PSi:n_X) and let P2 and F3 represent the remaining vertices. As

shown before, on the slices actually being considered the determinant is nonvanish-

ing. If we suppose the determinant to be zero on the simplex spanned by P0 and F,,

and nonzero elsewhere, we get the analogous picture. The determinant must be

nonzero everywhere on the slice in Figure 1. Notice that as mx approaches infinity

the slices drawn would approach the line segment determined by P0 and Px. The

determinant would approach zero while the Euclidean volume would also approach

zero. Similarly, as m0 approaches infinity the slices would become small and

approach F0. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 7.21. If a is any straight 8(n) simplex with vertices in (X")x the subset U

of a has volume which is bounded above by a function C(n) of n.

Proof.

voi(c/)<c,2   2 <°     2 <•  •••      2   «ftp-
\m0=l /\m, = l / \'"s,„_|1-l
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where p, denotes the exponent of the corresponding m¡. From (7.15) it is clear that

the largest possible exponents p¡ occur when i — 8(j) for some/. The exponent on

mS(J) is given by

= l2U-n)-l.

Since all possible values for/ are less than or equal to « — 1, the exponentspS(7) are

bounded above by -\ and therefore each series converges and vol(t/) is bounded

above by a function of «.

By Theorem 5.4 the volume of every straight simplex with vertices in ( A"), is then

bounded by a function of «. Then by (3.5), ||[M]|] * 0 if M = Xnd/Y.

8. Other results. Let M and N be closed, oriented manifolds whose universal cover

is Xd. If /: M -> N is a continuous map (2.5) shows that

|deg/|<iM
1    g;i     ll[JV]ll

since we have shown that \\[N]\\ ¥= 0. By (2.13) this can be rewritten as

(81) ldcgn-Cv0l(M)-VOl(M)
(81) |deg/|<Cvol(A)-vol(A)'

This result is well known for « = 2. For « > 3 it can also be derived as a

consequence of the rigidity theorems of Margulis and Mostow.

The result of this paper combined with results of Trauber, cf. [4], and Hirsch and

Thurston in [5] give a proof that if T is a subgroup of SL(n; R) such that Xd/T is a

closed, oriented manifold, then the growth of T is exponential. Trauber showed that

if itx(M) is amenable then ||[Ai]|| = 0. Hirsch and Thurston showed that if a group

has subexponential growth then it is amenable. In this paper it has been shown that

\\[M]\\ ¥= 0 if M = Xd/T hence T has exponential growth. This result also follows

from Tits' theorem, cf. [9].
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